IMAGE PONTOON
7.08M OPEN

SPECIFICATIONS
- Length/LOA 7.08/7.36m
- Beam 2.36m
- Freeboard 735mm
- Pontoon thickness 3mm
- Hull thickness 5mm
- Approx. weight on trailer 1.725 tonne
- Transom dead rise 17V
- Height on trailer 3.050 m
- HP required 140-200
- Fuel tank 250L
- Show price includes DF200ATX Suzuki engine

SHOW PRICE
$119,695.00 incl. GST
IMAGE PONTOON 7.08M OPEN

INCLUDES

- Marine grade 5mm hull
- Bait station
- 4mm roof & sides
- Foot rests
- 3mm top
- Bow spit with rope guides
- Portofino style transom
- Dive platform & handrails
- Dash handrail
- Steering wheel
- 2 pair cabin shelves
- King, king, queen seating
- Rod storage alongside of cockpit
- Boarding ladder
- Self-draining anchor locker with hatch
- Auxiliary bracket
- Walkthrough transom
- Rocket launcher
- 3 cleats
- Live bait tank
- Handrails
- Hydraulic steering - fitted
- Padded squabs in cabin
- Image tandem trailer
- Bunk fill in squabs
- Platform cage
- Battery 720CCA
- 6 way switches
- Bilge pump & float switch
- Painted top
- Surf grip on gunnel & bonnet

EXTRAS AVAILABLE

- Full bow rail $1,850.00
- Image front ladder $550.00
- Ski pole $350.00
- Canopy on roof $1,850.00
- Cray boom $3,800.00

ENGINE OPTIONS

- Suzuki DF140TX $ 21,179.02
- Suzuki DF150TX $ 24,435.02
- Suzuki DF175TX $ 28,295.02
- Suzuki DF200ATX $ 30,123.00
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